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1. INTRODUCTION 
Stochastic approximation was introduced in a famous paper of Robbins 
and Monro [5]. It is concerned with schemes converging to a sought value 
when, due to the nature of the problem, the data involve errors. The 
schemes have the desirable property of being self-correcting and constitute 
prime examples of adaptive statistical procedures. 
Since they were introduced in 1951 [5] many specific stochastic approxi- 
mation procedures have been devised. The two best-known are the original 
Robbins-Monro method for approximating the point where a regression 
function assumes a given value and the Kiefer-Wolfowitz [4] method for 
approximating the point where a regression function assumes its maximum. 
Robbins and Monro proved, in the case considered by them, convergence in 
mean square and Kiefer and Wolfowitz asserted, in their case, convergence 
in probability. Later it was proved that in both cases, and under consider- 
ably weakened assumptions, there occur almost sure convergence as well as 
convergence in mean square (see e.g., [l, 31). The rate of convergence and 
the asymptotic distributions were also studied and general schemes ubsum- 
ing many specific ones, inter alia the two mentioned above, were developed. 
Generalizations to Euclidean, Hilbert, and more general spaces were also 
considered. 
The scheme considered in the present paper is the one introduced in [3]. 
Most procedures studied are special cases. Mean square convergence and 
almost sure convergence were established in [3]. A somewhat different 
arrangement of the proof, establishing first almost sure convergence is due 
to Wolfowitz [7] and a simplified proof of the almost sure convergence was 
given by Derman and Sacks [2] through explicitizing a lemma which was 
implicit in [3]. Derman and Sacks proved almost sure convergence also for 
Euclidean-valued random variables and Robbins and Siegmund [6] estab- 
lished the same result in Hilbert space. 
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The main purpose of the present paper is to provide very short proofs of 
convergence, in mean square as well as almost sure, in Hilbert space. We 
actually consider a somewhat more general scheme than that of [3] and this 
allows us to treat the case where the sought parameter drifts as the 
observations proceed. 
The main results are stated in Section 2. After presenting some lemmas in 
Section 3 they are proven in Section 4. The application to the case of a 
drifting parameter is given in Section 5 and the paper concludes with some 
remarks in Section 6. 
2. RESULTS 
Let (Q, 9, P) be a probability space, Fn (n = 1,2, . . . ) be an increasing 
sequence of sub u-fields of 9, X, be Fn-measurable random variables 
assuming values in a (finite or infinite dimensional) (real) Hilbert space .%‘, 
T, (rl,. . . , r,,) be measurable transformations of &‘” into 3E4, and let 
X ,,+I = T,(X,,..., X,) + r, (n = 1,2,...) 0) 
be the basic recurrence scheme. We denote by ] . 1 the norm in J?. 
The main result is the following. 
THEOREM. Let a,, &, y, (n = 1,2,. . . ) be non-negative real numbers 
satisfying 
lim (Y, = 0, (2) fl=oO 
ci< *o, (3) 
n= 1 
fv,=% (4 
n=l 
and let 6, (n = 1,2,. . .) be real numbers such that 
m 
C 6, is convergent. 
n=l 
(5) 
Let 0 be a point of A? and T, (n = 1,2,. . .) satisfy 
IT,,(rl,..., r,) - 812 max[ %I, (1 + PJlrn - 4 - Y” + %I (6) 
foraIlr,,...,r, in 3P. 
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Then the relation (1) together with the conditions 
E(Y,I~) = 0, (n = 1,2,...), 
and 
co 
imply 
P( lim X, = 8) = 1. (9) ?I=00 
If, moreover, EXf < 00 then also 
lim E(X, - 0)’ = 0. 
tl=oO (10) 
In view of some applications (see [3]) we state also the following result. 
Extension. The conclusions of the Theorem remain valid if T, are 
Fn-adapted measurable transformations; (r,,, &, y,, are non-negative and 8, 
real measurable functions of r,, . . . , r, which are F”-adapted and satisfy 
lim ess sup a,(rl,...,rn) = 0, 
n=w Ir,l<L,...,Ir,l<L 
esssup i &(r,,...,r,) < 00, 
n=l 
n 
lim ess inf C vn(rl,..-,r,) = 60, n=ca Ir,l-=L ,..., 1r”l-L jcm 
and 
lim esssupsup i &(r,,...,r,) = 0 
tl=CC j=m 
(2’) 
(3’) 
(m = 1,2,...) (4’) 
(m = 1,2,...) (5’) 
for all sequences rl, . . . , r,, . . . and every positive number L. 
The assertion (9) remains valid if the conditions (2’), (3’), (4’), (5’) are 
weakened by suppressing the ess sup and essinf and assuming that the 
ensuing relations hold almost surely. 
3. LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let /3,,, y,,, S,, be numerical sequences satisfying the conditions 
stated in the Theorem, let a 2 0 and a,, be real numbers atisfying 
OIa n+l 5 max[a,(l + &)a, - yn + &I, (n = 1,2,...). (11) 
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Then 
lim a, I a. 
n-cc 
02) 
Proof Iterating (11) backward to the last m I n satisfying a,,, I a (and 
to m = 1 if there is no such m) we have 
a a, a, fi (1 + Pj) - 2 Yj Ifi t1 + Pi) 
j=m j=m i=j+l 
+ i sj, I) C1 + Pi) 
j=m 1=/+1 I. 03) 
The first sum in (13) is divergent as n + co while the second is bounded for 
nkmby 
Thus m + cc as n + cc and a, I (Y implies that a, - a, cannot exceed 
the expression (14) + cu{17F=o,,(l + &) - l} for n > m. But this expression 
tends to zero as m + cc. q 
Obviously it follows that if a in (11) is replaced by CY, 2 0 then we have 
Eii a I Ki&=,a,. n-co ?I 
LEMMA 2 [3]. Let T and Y be Hilbert space valued random variables. Let 
L?- be the a-field generated by T and a 2 0. If E(Y(F) = 0 then X = T + Y 
satisJies 
E[(]X] - a)+]’ I E[(]T] - a)+]‘+ EY*. 05) 
Proof Put Z = T if IT] < a and Z = aT/]T] otherwise. Then 
(1x1 - a)‘l (X - Z( and hence E[(]X] - a)+]* I E(X - Z)* = E(T - 
Z + Y)* = E(T - Z)* + EY’ = E[(]T] - a)‘]* + EY*. •I 
The following lemma is used in Section 5. 
LEMMA 3. A sequence of real numbers 7, (n = 1,2,. . . ) can be written in 
the form 7, = y,, + S, with y, 2 0, Cy, = 00 and CS,, convergent if and only 
if 
fyn=w, lim inf iTj20. 
n-l . mEw nrm j-m 
(16) 
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Proof. That the conditions imposed on y,, and S, imply (16) for 7, = y, 
+ 13, requires no proof. To deduce the converse let Z = (k, k + 1,. . . , I) be 
a maximal sequence of consecutive integers for which 
vk < 0, yk+ *** +yjso for j=k+l ,...,I - 1. 
Such sequences, if they exist, are finite and mutually disjoint. Put Sj = vj for 
j=k,k+l 9***, I-landS,=y,-7,-y,+,- ... -y,-rforeachmax- 
imal I, and put S,, = 0 for n outside these intervals. Then CS, is convergent, 
y,=y,,-S,,>OforallnandCy,= cc. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We assume B = 0 and abbreviate T,( XI,. . . , X,) to T,( X,,). 
Proof of (9). Let Y,’ = 0 if T,( X,) = 0 and Y’ = the projection of Y, 
on the line through 0 and T,( X,,) otherwise and put Y,l, = Y, - Y;. Assume 
IY,,I < a. Then, if IT,(X,)l < 2a we have IT,(X,) + Y,I < 3a, while if 
IT,( X,)1 2 2a we have IT,(X,J + Yil > a and 
IX,+,l = IT,W + %I = (ITAX”) + Y,,12 + ly;‘12)1’2 
= IT”( x,) + Y,‘l + (IT”( x,) + Y,12 + lY/(*y* - IT,( x,) + Y,‘I 
I IT,( x,) + Y,‘l + (2 + lYyy* - a 
I IT,(X,) + Y,‘l + IYn”12/u. 
Thus in any case IY,l < u implies 
IX,+,l I ma+4 (1 + &s,)lXl - y, + 4 + 4 + Kl*/a) (17) 
where U, = 0 if T,(X,,) = 0 and equals the scalar product 
(Y,, T,GWlT,KN) otherke. 
Conditions (7) and (8) imply that CU, and ClY,‘l are almost surely 
convergent. For any point w where convergence occurs we have eventually 
IY,l < a and (Y,, < a. Thus Lemma 1 and (17) imply (9). 0 
Notice that this proof is entirely “pointwise.” 
Proof of (10). Let a z= (Y, for n 2 m, then, by Lemma 2 
~[wfm+11- 41 + sm))+1’ 
s m + am>bLl- 4 + tn - Ym)+12 + d 
2 E[((l + rs,w,l - 4+ + b)]* + 0:. 08) 
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On iterating this relation we obtain 
E IXn+ll - a fi (1 + Pj) 
j=m 
++ i ~j,=~+l(’ +a;) 1 
2 
j=m 
(19) 
By Abel’s lemma 
1 j=m+l _ i=j+l 
Hence, putting 
A,= max 
msj_cn 
I I 
i 6i 9 Qm = I? (l + bj) 
i=j j=m 
we have for n 2 m, 
E[(IX,J - aQm)+12 s Q; E[(IX,,J - n)+12+ A, + E u; . (20) 
[ ll=t?l 1 
Choosing a and m sufficiently large, the right side of (20) can be made 
arbitrarily small. Putting then b = uQ,, we have lim,=,E[]X,,] - b)‘12 < E 
while by (9) and the dominated convergence theorem lim,,, m . 
E(min(]X,j2, b2)) = 0. Hence lim ElX,J2 < 2~. Since E > 0 is arbitrary this 
completes the proof. q 
Note that the proof is “local” and works for any set A E Tm for which 
the conditions hold (with ElY,l' replaced by /A]Y:] in (8)). 
Remark. Taking into consideration the middle member of (18) and the 
fact that Cy,, = cc we can deduce (IO) directly without appealing to (9). 
Proof of the extension. Were the assertions (2’), (4’), and (5’) assumed 
for all sequences rl, . . . , r,, . . . (and not only for uniformly bounded se- 
quences) the preceding proofs could be repeated almost verbatim. 
To prove the result as stated, one has to observe that under the stated 
conditions when we start with a set A E gM on which X, is bounded then 
the sequences X,( n 2 m) are uniformly bounded (by another bound) on A. 
cl 
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5. AN APPLICATION 
It may occur that the value 8 is not fixed but changes from one 
observation to the next. Then the relation (6) is replaced by 
T,(rl,..., r,) - 0, 5 max[ a”90 + PJlrnl - Yn + %I (21) 
and (1) by 
X n+l = K(XJ + Y, + dn+l (22) 
where 
d 4,+rt n+l = (23) 
is the drift. 
The following is an almost immediate consequence of our theorem. 
COROLLARY. If there is a drift represented by (22) and (23) and the 
values d, satisfy 
lim C(Y, - IdA) = CQ 
tl=CO 
(24) 
and 
lim inf i (y, - ldjl) = 0, 
m=cc n>m .I = m 
(25) 
then (7) and (8) imply 
P( pyxn - enI = 0) = 1. 
If, moreover, E I X,1* < 00 then also 
lim EIX, - &I* = 0. 
n=cc 
Indeed, we have only to apply Lemma 3. 
We refrain from stating the generalized version, corresponding to the 
Extension, of the corollary. 
6. REMARKS 
We mention several generalizations which we state for the case of the 
Theorem. With appropriate changes they apply to the extension as well. 
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(1) (9) holds almost surely on every set A in the algebra d = UT- 1E, 
on which C E( Yn+i]F”) -C cc, and if this sum is bounded on A then 
lim E( X, - 8)*1, = 0, 
n=CO 
where 1, is the indicator function of A. 
(2) 8 may be replaced by an &measurable random variable. 
(3) Instead of considering a single point 0 we may consider a measur- 
able set 0 in &‘. Then (9) and (10) hold in the sense that the distance from 
X, to 0 converges to zero with probability 1 and in mean square. 
7 
(4) If lima, = (Y, then (9), (10) will be replaced by hm]X, - 8( I cy 7 and hm EIX, - 81* I (Y*, respectively. 
(5) As was remarked in [3], the Robbins-Monro theorem follows from 
the mentioned results. Actually in the Robbins-Monro case on the real line 
and with a regression function M(x) satisfying &f(x) < 0 for x # 0 and 
other relevant conditions (e.g., those given in [l] or [3]), the T, satisfy not 
only (6), with 8 = 0, but the stronger condition that either IT,(X,)l 2 a, or 
T,( X,) lies in an interval with the end points 0 and (1 + rB,)X, - y, with 
suitable (Y,,, &, y,. Then in the presence of drift a small drift toward the 
point X, where the observation is taken actually helps. This could be used 
to improve, in this case, the result of Section 5. 
(6) What has been said about the drift may be used also to consider 
-cases when E(Yl9,) = 0 is weakened, e.g., to 13E(YlFn) and ZlE(Y19n)12 
almost surely convergent. 
(7) I take this opportunity to correct the assumption (8.2) of [3]. It 
should read l-Ir=iF,, = 0 and sup,,,~,JI/“=,~ < 00. 
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